SNUGGLE UP IN AN OUTWELL CAMPER SLEEPING BAG
Camping is all about relaxation
and a good night’s sleep is vital
when it comes to recharging
your batteries. That’s why the
Outwell range of Camper single
and double sleeping bags
remains a firm favourite with
discerning families looking for a
comfortable bed to snuggle into
at the end of the day. And smart new colours and neat stitching pattern lifted by
trademark Outwell stripes ensure a Camper sleeping bag looks as good as it
performs, raising the bedroom experience to new heights for 2015.
An Outwell Camper sleeping bag feels as good as it looks
as performance, comfort, style and flair come together in
this focused range. Soft polycotton outers and linings,
quality Isofill insulation and superior cut create a
comfortable environment that is enhanced by carefully
thought out features. Warmth is guaranteed by offsetting
the two layers of Isofill used to minimise the formation of
cold spots while a full length baffle provides next-to-the-skin insulation and
comfort over the zip.
The rectangular design allows your legs freedom of
movement for unrestricted comfort. The shape combined
with the L-shaped two-way auto lock zip with anti-snag for
easy running means sleeping bags easily zip together to
create a double or convert a single bag to a full duvet for
added versatility. And to aid such use all the Camper bags
feature a zip-off hood with an integral pillow for
convenience.
Each sleeping bag features corner liner attachment loops to
hold an inner liner in place. These important options provide
extra insulation and can be removed for easy cleaning –
raising hygiene levels while extending the life of a sleeping bag
by keeping it clean. Outwell quilted, cotton and polycotton
liners from its Comfort Essentials Collection provide campers
with a choice of ways to customise their sleeping experience.
Camper sleeping bags are supplied in square pack sacks for easy transportation
and storage.
For further information, prices, and to find your nearest dealer visit outwell.com
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Editor’s notes
Outwell and Isofill are registered trademarks
Outwell celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2015.
RRP: Camper £59.99; Camper Lux £69.99; Camper Supreme £79.99; Camper
Lux Double £99.99
Temperature and season ratings - To determine temperature limits of
sleeping bags objectively, the European Standard EN13537 on requirements for
sleeping bags specifies the use of a computer-controlled thermal manikin similar
in shape and size to the human body. A sleeping bag containing a manikin is
placed inside a temperature-controlled climate chamber and tested in
accordance with a prescribed procedure to determine the thermal insulation
properties of the bag. Recommended temperature limits are based on the
insulation properties measured and on knowledge of how the human body reacts
to thermal conditions during sleep. (All double bags are tested with one manikin
only and therefore the temperatures are most likely to be different from the one
stated if two people are using the bags).
On each of our sleeping bags we quote the recommended temperature ratings
for the following:
Tcomfort – lower comfort limit in standard use (woman)
Tlimit – lower limit when curled up in standard use (man)
Textreme – lowest extreme temperature for survival (woman)
Tmax – upper comfort limit without over heating (man)
The Camper has a Tcomfort rating of 5°C, Tlimit 0°C, Textreme -15°C and Tmax
23°C.
The Camper Lux has a Tcomfort rating of 0°C, Tlimit -6°C, Textreme -23°C and
Tmax 21°C.
The Camper Supreme has a Tcomfort rating of -3°C, Tlimit -9°C, Textreme 28°C and Tmax 21°C.
The Camper Lux Double has a Tcomfort rating of 5°C, Tlimit -1°C, Textreme 16°C and Tmax 22°C.
Camper Specifications
Open size
All single Campers 235 x 90cm (LxW); Camper Lux
Double 235 x 170cm
Body length
200cm
Shell
Polycotton
Filling
Camper 1,200g Isofill; Lux 1,700g Isofill; Supreme
2,200g Isofill; Lux Double 3,100g Isofill
Double 600g duck down/850g Isofill
Lining
Cotton flannel
Zip
Two-way open, auto lock, L-shape
Weight
Camper ≈2,400g; Lux ≈2,700g; Supreme ≈3,000g; Lux
Double ≈4,800g
Pack size
Camper 40 x 46 x 23cm; Lux 48 x 46 x 25cm; Supreme
48 x 46 x 27cm; Double 52 x 52 x 30cm
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